
Entrepreneurship 

and context – the 

interplay 
Reflections from a couple of research projects, 20 years as a local

entrepreneur and 30 years of enabling rural development actors

Rural Keys (Kamprad), RUBIZMO (H2020), Formative evaluation of regional rurdev projects

Evaluations of the Leader programs in Sweden 1997-1999, 2000-2006, 2007-2013
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- A need for a more holistic approach to societal development

– give LEADER a broader role

- A need for entrepreneurs – in every sector! 

- Not least: A need for knowledgeable and entreprenurial bureaucrats

- A need for financial instruments that allow co-fundning and crowd

sourcing

Possible take-home messages:



SLU develops the understanding and 

sustainable use and management of 

biological natural resources. 

This is achieved by research, 

education and environmental 

monitoring and assessment, in 

collaboration with the surrounding 

community. 

SLU – what do we do?

But Why?

How do we do it?



Re-Think!



On our current ”economy”: 

”Our arms have become so 
long, we cannot see what
our hands are doing…”

Helena Norberg-Hodge



Mickey Mouse vs Bulls-Eye economy…

Economy

Society Env

Environment

Economy

Society



“There are no easy, off-the-shelf 

solutions for persistent societal 

problems, because these are caused by 

fundamental flaws in our societal 

systems. Such systemic errors demand 

radical changes in our thinking and 

actions, i.e. transitions and system 

innovations.” 

(Rothmans, 2005)

2018-10-037

Warning: 

Complexity ahead





Cork declaration - considerations

Convinced - of the value of rural resources capable of 

delivering sustainable solutions to current and future societal 

challenges that concern all citizens of the Union such as 

assuring a safe and sustainable provision of quality food, 

developing the circular economy, broadening the bio-economy, 

fostering resource efficiency, combating climate change and 

reducing the reliance on fossil fuels;



Perceptions

of local

preconditions

Learning Entrepreneurship

Leadership Social trust

Perceptions 

and stories

about

future

Peoples ability to

cooperate and innovate

Practicing glocal sustainability

External

stimulus

Public support 

structures

Sustainable use of resources

Long term economic balance

Open system



Entrepreneurship and outcome…

Opportunity

Perceived need

Perceived

ability

Perceived

opportunity

Action

Need

Ability Outcome

Davidsson, 1991/2009 



Entrepreneurship? 
– indeed, but not 
”business as ususal!”

Re-economy



A statement: 

“Developing and running a sustainable 

rural business requires a supportive context. Today, this 

requires high-speed connectivity, a supportive regional 

strategy and with knowledgeable and entrepreneurial 

bureaucrats as well as a local culture allowing and 

embracing both failures and successes.”
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”My Friday… Just arrived from Uppsala and my speech to the 

students at SLU… had to turn around att the doorstep to go and 

do some shopping and to get the broken car towed to the 

workshop. Home again, my sweetheart loaded the car with some

hunting gear and the eldest son, and then they were gone. 

Getting something to eat before driving to and waiting for my 

youngest finnishing his hockey practice. Now a big glass of

wine and sitting behind the computor completing the last bits 

of the application – I have until midnight… 

Quite an ordinary Friday. ”
2018-10-03. Home again15



Embedding as a strategy – or not…
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Re-learn



Smart village – a tentative definition

Re-democracy

In the smart village, the private, civil and public 
sector systematically collaborate in an inclusive
democratic process where they use digital 
technology and glocal networks to speed up the 
transition to a sustainable rural life.
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The beating 

heart of  

mainstream 

rural policy

The place of LEADER in 
rural development
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- A need for a more holistic approach to societal development

- A need for entrepreneurs – in every sector! Not least: A need

for knowledgeable and entreprenurial bureaucrats

- A need for financial instruments that allow co-fundning and 

crowd sourcing

Possible take-home messages:



// Thank you
Thomas Norrby, SLU

Thomas.Norrby@slu.se

+46705671889

This presentation will be made available at: www.espon.eu/xxx

mailto:Thomas.Norrby@slu.se








The circular economy
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What will AI do to rural areas?

29 2018-10-03

The IOT and AI are the 

keys to realiz[ing] society 

5.0,”

With definition above: is 

CI more important than 

AI? 



Näringslivet på landet…



Spel som utmanar gängse normer



Peak everything…
▪Climate – will we see a flip-over?

▪ ”Peak oil – peak phosforus”?

▪Ecosystemservices?

▪Fresh water?

▪Economy crashing?

▪Global injustice – growing gap? 

▪Social tensions in society increasing?

▪Robotization?

▪European instability

→Society faces radical new challenges

→Rural Development with new opportunities



Considerations
▪ Embeddedness vs embedding

▪ Bricolage - Bricolage = construction or creation from a diverse range of available things, the process 

of improvisation in a human endeavor

▪ Stong ties – week ties

▪ Resourcing

▪ Opportunitizing

▪ Visualizing

▪ GRIT - “perseverance and passion for long-term goals.”(Angela Ducksworth)

▪ Digital divide - AI divide

▪ Climate change



The context for Regina
▪ They have let me do my thing

▪ I have not been able to get sufficient space within the municipality



Cork declaration:
- A better life in rural areas

1. Promoting Rural Prosperity 

2. Strengthening Rural Value Chains 

3. Investing in Rural Viability and Vitality 

4. Preserving the Rural Environment 

5. Managing Natural Resources 

6. Encouraging Climate Action 

7. Boosting Knowledge and Innovation 

8. Enhancing Rural Governance 

9. Advancing Policy Delivery and Simplification 

10. Improving Performance and Accountability 



1. Improved Business Climate (+ orange) 

- 39 ”vulnerable” municipalities 

- 70 MSEK/year 2018-2020

2. Strengthening socio-economic dev. (+ orange)

- 30 ”disadvantaged” municipalities

- 75/150/300 MSEK 2018-2028
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Two new bills 
(from the previous gvt)



The City 

is the Engine

What is 

good for 

the city is 

good for 

everyone



Bottom-up?

Authorities

Local people

Connecting and 

improving the 

two realms of 

bottom-up is a 

matter of multi-

tier learning –

vertical and 

horisontal

Real bottom-

up is not the 

opposite of 

top-down!

LAGs



Because this is what matters. 

To everyone. Everywhere. Now. 

And because we believe in 

knowledge in action 

– in the ”engaged university” 







▪ Trondheim går in med riskkapital -

▪ Uppsala går in med En social investeringsfond – Mikrofond för social ekonomi


